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ABSTRACT

A study of the phosphorus dynamics in castle Lake, California, is pre-
sented. The approach is (1) to identify the important phosphorus para-
meters, (2) to develop and apply methods measuring the parameters in the
field and (3) to develop a computer model of the phosphorus cycle. This
model will be used to test hypotheses concerning the functioning of the
phosphorus cycle and to suggest future research.

The cellular metabolism of phosphorus and its different forms and flows

in lakes are discussed to identify the important parameters needed to
build a model. The method for measuring these parameters involves deter-

mining chemically the size of the phosphorus pools and using the tracer
32p to measure the fluxes. Bioassays and stoichiometric approximations
provide further data.

The concentrations of phosphorus in Castle fake from 14 August to 18

September 1972 were extremely low: in ug Q` ,
dissolved inorganic 0.1,

total dissolved 1-3, and total 1-4, with a maximum 0.5 m off the sediments
of 10. There was no measureable polyphosphate, but there was a detect-
able increase in alkaline phosphatase activity with depth. The rate of

32p uptake was constant over depth and time, with an increase under

conditions of high photosynthesis. The rate of evolution of 32DOP was

quite variable, being the greatest under high photosynthesis and de-
creasing with depth. Phosphorus was no limiting in bottle bioassays
and was even inhibitory on occasion at additions as low as 1 ug kT
The model of the phosphorus cycle was derived from expected rates of

phosphorus flux and pool size derived from stoichiometric calculations
of phytoplankton, bacteria and zooplankton carbon masses and fluxes and
functions derived from the literature or experimentation. Model out-
put was compared against the field-measured values and good agreement
was found. A steady-state model was modified to include the case of a
sudden addition of phosphorus fertilizer under different conditions. The

lessons learned from and the shortcomings of the model are discussed.
The direction for future research into phosphorus dynamics is outlined.

* Present address: University of Washington



INTRODUCTION

Phosphorus may be an important agent in regulating primary production in

some lakes, but the relationship between phytoplankton growth and phospho-

rus utilization is perplexing, Dugdale (1967) suggested that a basic problem

in evaluating the relationship between nutrients and production is the lack

of suitable models that could be tested in the field. Analyzing how phos-

phorus limits production and determines the species composition of the plank-

ton community requires understanding of the forms of phosphorus available for

utilization, the kinetics of uptake and regeneration of available phosphorus

and the details of the phosphorus cycle within the plankton community (Rigler

1973). To make quantitative predictions on the relationship between phos-

phate input and aquatic plant production, a reasonable detailed mathematical

model describing the rates of transformation of the important forms of phos-

phorus present in natural waters should be developed (Lee 1973).

This paper describes a model 'of the flow of the different phosphorus com-

pounds in Castle Lake, California, during summer-steady-state conditions.

The approach is threefold- (1) to identify the parameters that would be

important in formulating a model of the phosphorus cycle, (2) to develop

sensitive methods to simultaneously measure the pertinent parameters in the

field, and (3) to develop the mathematical model. Finally this model will

be used to suggest the direction for future experimental work. there are at

least two benefits to be gained from developing mathematical models from field

work: (1) it is an excellent tool for determining what factors are-'indeed
ht be useful"l mid geimportant and, (2) with enough sophistication such a mo

in predicting the degree of response of an aquatic system to a nutrent di-

version or input.

The term "model" will be defined in this paper as the expression of its au-
thor's understanding of the system in question, both with a schematic di&gram
and as a set of mathematical equations. A model indicates what parameters,
ought to be measured,-solves for quantities that would be difficult to'mea

sure directly-, and suggests a framework for further research. Finally a

model allows the author to test different hypotheses. For example, is it

important to know the flux as well as the concentration of phosphate in

ortance in a lake? How important is dissolved organicits imdeterrin pg
phosphorus as an alternate phosphorus source?" How is phosphate regenerated?

THE PHOSPHORUS CYCLE

Phosphates are defined as, those chemical structures with a phosphorus atom
surrounded tetrahedrally by four oxygen atoms. Their key properties include
(1) hydrolytic degradation of esters and condensed polyphosphates, 12) pre-

cipitation to form materials of low solubility, (3) sorption onto surfaces,
and (4) formation of soluble complexes with metal ions (Van Wazer 1973). Phos-
phorus is present in cells in a wide variety of compounds, in part as a basic
structural element of materials and in part as a mobile entity of cell me-
tabolism (Vollenweider 1970).

A primary use of cell phosphate is in photosynthesis (cf. Kuhl 1962, 1960,

Jagendorf 1973). Phosphates are important in the formation of the energy-
rich compound adenosine triphosphate (ATP) and of the phosphorylated inter-
mediate compounds of photosynthesis. A second role for phosphorus is as a
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constituent of some electron carriers that mediate biological redox re-

actions. Less mobile forms of phosphorus include the techoic acids which

give strength and rigidity to cell walls and the nucleic acids which hold

and duplicate the genetic code.

It first became practical to measure the concentration of phosphorus in

lakes and thus start studies of the phosphoruse cycle when Atkins (1923)

applied to colorimetric method of Denige (1920) to water chemistry. Since

then, studies of the different aspects of the phosphorus cycle in lakes

have proliferated (reviewed in Rigler 1973; Richey 1973). The pools and

interactions identified as being important in characterizing the phosphorus

cycle in the water column of a lake may be summarized in the conceptual model

of Figure 1. The model is composed of a series of individual pools, or com-

partments. At any particular instant in time, any compartment i is character-

ized by its volume Vi and quantity of solute Qi (hereafter Qiwill be con-

sidered the quantity of solute per unit volume, or concentration). The so-

lute exchanges with another compartment j, at a rate Jij. The fraction of

Qi transferred per unit time is given by the rate constant rij = J1./Qi

(Solomon 1960, Riggs 1963). The model uses the sumbols of Odum (19/1).

Representative literature will be cited [furthur justification for the

processes included is provided in Richey (1973)).

Dissolved inorganic phosphorus (Qi) is taken up through active transport

by phytoplankton (J13) and bacteria (J14), where it becomes fixed in the

metabolic pathways and cell structure as particulate phosphorus (Q3 and

Q4, respectively) (Kuhl 1962, Pomeroy 1963, Sommer and Blum 1965). Bac-

teria and phytoplankton may compete for available phosphate (Rigler 1956,

Phillips 1964, Rhee 1972). If there is not enough phosphate to maintain
the minimum cell phosphorus necessary for photosynthesis (Fuhs 1969, Car-

penter 1970, Soeder et al. 1971), then the (hypothetical) photosynthesis

demand switch (si) will induce the ecb enzyme alkaline phosphatase (AP).

This enzyme catalyzes the hydrolysis of a variety of monoesters and an-
hydrides, thus allowing some use 023) of dissolved organic phosphorus

((Q2) for photosynthesis. (Kuenzler 1965, 1970, Reichardt et al. 1967).

If enough phosphate builds up, Si switches off or represses the formation

of AP, and the phosphate alone is used. If excess phosphate is present,
then si allows the storage 016) of polyphosphate (Q7), an orthophosphate

polymer, through the process known as "luxury consumption" (Keck and Stich

1957, Harold 1966, Rhee 1972). If external concentrations of ortho-

phosphate become low, the polyphosphate may supply photosynthesis (J61). 1

If none of these mechanisms are enough to supply sufficient phosphate for

photosynthesis, then the system may become phosphorus-limited. As part of

metabolism, dissolved organic phosphorus (DOP) is excreted by phytoplankton

032).

If Lean's (1973a,b) hypothesis is correct, then the DOP is an

immediate excretory product XP which polycondenses, forming a colloidal

fraction and giving off phosphate in the process. DOP may also be used by

bacteria as a phosphate source (Harrison et al. 1972). Zooplankton (Q5)

graze phytoplankton and bacteria (J35, J45) and excrete phosphate in turn

(J51) (Gardiner 1937, Rigler 1961, Peters and Lean 1973). The smaller the

zooplankter the greater the percentage of excretion (Joannes 1964, Peters

and Rigler 1973). Phytoplankton, bacteria, and zooplankton die (J37, J47,

J57), forming the detrital phosphorus pool (Q7). Within several hours after
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death, 25-75% of cell phosphate may be released through autolysis (Golterman

1964, Johannes 1968). The remaining cell phosphates, mostly slow degrading

nucleic acids, sediment out (J79) (Scharpa 1973, Golterman 1973). Depending

on pH, iron and phosphate concentrations, some phosphate will be removed

through physical complexation and precipitation processes (J18, J19) (Mort-

imer 1941, Stumm and Morgan 1970). Other ligands, such as calcium, magnesium,

and aluminum may also enter these reactions (Otsuki and Wetzel 1972, Brown

1973). Light and temperature affect the metabolic rates and thus the phos-

phorus demands of the organisms. In some lakes allochthonous inputs, sediment

recharge, and a littoral macrofaunal community may be important in the phos-

phorus cycle, but were shown to be insignificant during the summer in Castle

Lake (Richey 1973).

The processes or pools indicated in Figure 1 occur at varying levels or in-

tentities down the water column and change over time. Translating Figure 1

into a field program and subsequently into computer models requires the mea-

surement of the different Qi's Ji.'s and rl.'s and the different factors that

influence them. Phosphorus is a rarticularly ephemeral substance to work with,

as it is present in a number of different forms at extremely low concentrations

and it is quickly recycled. Thus it was most important to work out techniques

sensitive enough to simultaneously monitor the rates of change of the phos-

phorus system to work out a meaningful, testable model. Perturbing or dis-

ordering one of these fractions or flows experimentally might provide insight

into what could happen to the system under some sudden stress, such as pol-

lution.

The large number of parameters outlined in Figure 1, and the inaccessibility

to direct measurement of some of these parameters (e. g. J18, J37, J 47, J57),
precluded complete experimental measurement during this study. However, the

primary goal here is not only to provide direct measurements, but to outline

an approach that might be used in suggesting quantitative models. Such models,

if validated against field data, might then indicate the magnitude of those

quantities difficult to measure directly.

FIELD MEASUREMENTS

Castle Lake is a mesotrophic, glacial cirque lake at an elevation of 1708 m

in the Klammath Mountains of northern California (T.39N., R.5W, S13). The

lake has a surface area of 19.7 ha and is divided into a shallow end over a

terminal moraine, with an average depth of about 4 m, and a deep end off the

cirque face with a depth of 35 m. During the summer there is virtually no

rain, inflows are minimal, and there is no significant littoral community.

Total (TOTP), total dissolved (TDP), and soluble reactive (SRP) phosphorus

were measured directly, If DIP is assumed to be SRP (see Chamberlin and

Shapiro 1973 for a discussion of DIP versus SRP), the TDP = DOP + DIP and

TOTP = TDP = PP, where PP = particulate phosphorus. The molybdate blue tech-

nique was used, with ascorbic acid as the reducing agent, antimony as the

catalyst, butyl acetate for extraction, and sulfuric acid for hydrolsis of

total fractions. Samples were read on a Beckman DU spectrophotometer with a

10-cm cell. The dissolved phase was defined as that phosphorus passing through

an acid-soaked 47-mm GFC filter. Precision and sensitivity were taken as the

95? confidence interval about the regression equation of the standard curve

t
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and as defined by Strickland and Parsons (1968). Results were comparable,

yielding SRP values ±O.lug Z-IP0 -P and TOTP and TDP values ti.l Pg C1 PO -P.
Polyphosphate was extracted using 5% trichloroacetic acid (Harold 1966) and

alkaline phosphatase was measured using para-nitrophenolphosphate (Reichardt

et al. 1967). TOTP, TDP and SRP were measured at the central sampling sta-
tion every 5 days fresi+ 14 August to 18 September 1972 at 3, 7.5, 12.5, 17.5

22.5 30, and 32.5 m and at varying depths and time intervals from April 1972

through February 1973. POP was measured on three dates in August and AP

once in September 1972.

Once the concentrations of the different solutes Qi have been determined,

the flux between compartments must be measured. A traditional approach to

the study of nutrient dynamics in water is to use Michaelis-Menten kinetics

(Dugdale 1967). This method requires the nutrient In question to be pre-

sent in limiting amounts, an assumption not met in Castle Lake for phos-

phorus (see below). Instead a 32P technique was used to measure the rate

of uptake of phosphate by the seston (J13 + J14). Samples were collected

from their respective depths in duplicate 125-ml dark bottles, injected

with 2 p Ci of carrier-free, ampulated 32P and incubated for 3 min. Then

10 ml were filtered through 0.45-pg Millipore filters, dried and counted

on a G-M counter. An absorption corraction was taken by treating a sample

with Lugol's solution to half biological activity and subtracting the counts

from the untreated samples. Results were taken as the average of the two

replicates minus the adsorption. Error was calculated by proagating the

error associated with each step of the technique (Beers 1953). Sampling

was concurrent with the phosphorus chemistry analyses from 19 August to

18 September 1972.

The possible importance of DOP as a phosphate source has been discussed

above. The accumulation of D032P in the samples injected with D132P might

then be an indication of the use of organic phosphorus by phytoplankton and

bacteria in Castle Lake. The method used here is a modification of

Kuenzler's (1965) technique, using butyl acetate instead of isobutanol.

Several compartmentalkinetics analysis
experiments were dope to determine

light versus dark uptake of phosphate and to determine the relative im-

portance of DIP and DOP as phosphorus sources.

A series of bioassay experiments were conducted, using the addition of

phosphorus and sulfur (previously shown to be limiting on occasion in Castle

Lake, Goldman 1964) to enclosed flasks with 14C (Goldman 1960). Though the

biota of a lake will usually change with a prolonged nutrient addition,

this short-term method is useful as a relative indicator of immediate nut-

rient limitation. Additions of 1, 3, and 6 Vg 1-1 of PO4-P, 50 pg Z_1S04-S

and 3 ug R-1 P04-P plus 50 ug k-1 SO4-S were made at 3 m and 12.5 m on three

different occasions. Flasks were sampled daily for 4 days. One 4-hr bio-

assay was conducted.

The measurement of primary productivity was made in situ using the 14C me-

thod of Steeman Nielsen (1952), with the Goldman (1963) modifications as

applied to Castle Lake (Goldman 1969). Phytoplankton samples were collected

from each sampling depth and preserved immediately in. Lugol's solution. Sam-

ples were returned to the Davis laboratory and counted by species (Goldman

1969). Zooplankton samples were taken by filtering 7 k from each sample



depth through a 75 p in net and preserving immediately with several drops of

formalin. Samples were counted according to species, size class, and sex

(Williams 1973). Jassby (1973) measured biomass and activity of bacteria.

Light at depth was measured with a Rigosha submarine photometer and inci-
dent light with an Eppley pyroheliometer.

CONVERSION OF CARBON TO PHOSPHORUS DATA

The carbon content of the phytoplankton was obtained by converting cell

volume to carbon (Mullin et al. 1966) for the phytoplankton data. Bacteria
carbon was calculated by Jassby (1973) from cell counts and ATP biomass minus
phytoplankton biomass. Zooplankton carbon was calculated from zooplankton
individual volume estimates, where cell carbon in mg is 0.045 of volume in
MM 3 (W i l l i ams 1973).

The phosphorus contained in phytoplankton, bacteria, and zooplankton (Qg,

Q4 and Q5) was not measured directly (it would be a most difficult task).

Rather, these fractions were calculated from biomass and count data from the
general sampling day and stoichiometric ratios. The ratio of phosphorus to

carbon in phytoplankton is about 0.01. (Redfield et al, 1963, Stumm and

Morgan 1970). The ratio is considered most accurate when phosphorus is not

limiting and polyphosphate is not present, both conditions of which are met
in Castle Lake (see below). Estimates for zooplankton range from 0.0075-
0.0132 (Beers 1966) to 0.0278 (Baudouin and Ravera 1972), depending on the
species, age class, season, and location. Thus the ratio 0.01 was used to
convert the carbon biomass data of phytoplankton, bacteria and zooplankton
to phosphorus mass. Error of each assumption was propagated, yielding error
estimates of AQ3 = O.4OQ3,A Q4 = 0.35Q4., and A QS = 0.40Q5.

RESULTS OF FIELD MEASUREMENTS AND CARBON-PHOSPHORUS CONVERSIONS

Data will be discussed only for the period 19 August through 18 September
1972 because the most complete measurements are for this period and the
lake is in summer steady-state. TOTP and TDP did not change over this time.

The statistically most significant measurement of SRP was obtained on 19

August. Accordingly a phosphorus profile is presented for that date (table

1). These extremely low concentrations of phosphorus were too close to the
limits of detection to separate PP from TOTP. SRP concentrations were about
0.1 ug t-1 through the water column. This is close to the 0.09 pg t-1 that
Lean (1973a) calculated for Heart Lake. At no time was any polyphosphate
detected in Castle Lake. Detectable alkaline phosphatase was found on 9
S.Rptember, but it was not possible to calculate how much DOP may have been
converted to phosphat by the enzyme.

A detailed description of the phytoplankton and zooplankton communities over
this time period is provided By Williams (1973) and of the bacterial comm-
unity by Jassby (1973). The error associated with the indirect calculations
used to convert carbon to phosphorus are approximately 40%, thus no great
faith may be placed in the exact numbers nor do the data warrant close scru-
tiny for subtle patterns. Nonetheless such an analysis may give order.-of-
magnitude approximations into pools not otherwise accessible, which may pro-
vide useful guides to future experimental work. The stoichiometric approxi-
mations to phytoplankton phosphorus (Q3), bacteria phosphorus (Q4), zo-
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V

oplankton phosphorus (45), and their sum as total particulate phosphorus
were calculated (Table 1). The values compare closely to the total phos-
phorus measured chemically, within the error estimates. This as a first

approximation these datas are reasonable.

The uptake of phosphate as measured by 32p is shown in Table 2. Most of

the error in the calculation results from the uncertainty of the SRP mea-

surement. There was no significant variation in phosphate uptake over

depth on any one day in Castle Lake. Pronounced vertical variations have

been demonstrated in Lake Tahoe (Perkins unpubl. data) and in Lake

Washington (Richey unpubl.). Perhaps increased bacterial activity with

depth compensates for decreased photosynthetic demand. To compare between

sampling depths, the results from any one day were averaged and compared.

The rate of uptake on 19 August was significantly (P < 0.05) greater than

the uptake of any of the other sample days. The turnover times r13 and

r14 varied between 0.39 to 1.24 hr-1. These values are comparable to those

reported for mesotrophis waters by Pomeroy (1960) and Rigler (1973).

D032P relative results are presented in Table 3. Due to the uncertain

kinetics of DOP evolution it was not possible to calculate the ug Cl the

amount of DOP excreted in the regular sampling period. The evolution of

D032P showed a pronounced vertical variation, with high counts at the sur-

fact on the 18th and 24th of August and the 13th and 18th September. This

might be due to maximal phytoplankton numbers and thus excretion and less

use of DOP by phytoplankton and bacteria in the shallower waters. In the

deeper waters there are fewer phytoplankton to excrete DOP and more bacteria

to use what is there. There is considerable variation in D032P evolution

between sampling days. Yang (1973) found much variation in release of

extracellular products of photosynthesis (ECPP) on different days. As the

excretion of ECPP and DOP are probably related, the varied results of the

D032P might be expected. The results of the compartmental analysis ex-

periment showed that DOP was not an important source of phosphorus to the

phytoplankton and bacteria, at least at the time of the experiment. Lean

(1973a) confirmed that DIP is the most important form in Heart Lake. How-

ever, the evidence given here is inclusive. Further experimentation is

needed before the role of DOP in Castle Lake is adequately defined. It

should also be noted that the greatest uptake of D132P and release and

uptake of D032P occurred on 19 August, which was also the day of the great-

est photosynthetic activity (see below). On all other days there were not

significant differences in either carbon or phosphorus flux. From this it

would seem that there is a distinct relation between the metabolism of waters

and the rate of phosphorus flow.

Bioassay results showed that the addition of phosphorus to Castle Lake at

3 m and 12.5 m was rarely stimulatory and on occasion may have been in-

hibitory. Bioassays conducted by Jassby on Castle Lake in 1971 (un-

published data) showed the same pattern. There may be several possible

explanations for this phenomena at even such low additions of 1 ug PO 4

As the ambient DIP levels are extremely low, less than O.lug Ra , even the

addition of 1 no a tenfold increase over ambient levels, which

could easily be toxic. The phytoplankton populations, particularly at their

level of greatest activity at 3 m, are probably well-adapted to their steady-

state levels and any additional single nutrient increase might be disruptive.
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Alternatively, cellurar processes may be diverted from fixing carbon to the

luxury consumption of this sudden surplus P04 as polyphosphate. Or perhaps

there is some complex competition between phytoplankton and bacteria that is

disturbed. Of course, the bioassays discussed here measured only short term

changes in the rate of carbon fixation. Populations or biomasses may have been

changing under the influence of an altered nutrient regime. Also the truepic-

ture of nutrient limitation lies in the spectrum of a variety of complex nut-

rient interactions and only rarely as one single nutrient, such as phosphorus.

Primary production from 14 August to 18 September 1972 showed an approximate
steady-state, with a bimodel profile (Table 4). A maximum production of 3-5

mgC M-3 hr-1 at 3 or 5 m was seen, with a second peak of 1-3 mjC M-3 hr-1 at
17.5 to 20 m. Total daily area production of 662 mgC M-2 day-

on 19 August

was significantly P<.05 greater than the production on the other sampling
days, while none of the other days differed significantly amount themselves.

A MODEL OF THE PHOSPHORUS CYCLE OF CASTLE LAKE

The rate of change of a substance Q1 in some cube of water at a depth z at any
instant in time t may be given by the equation

3Q. a
at

a )Kh(aQl) + (GJ1 1yJ j)

where Kh is the coefficient of eddy diffusivity and QJ11i-jJ1.) is the sum of
the the biological transformations. The model presented belo!r will ignore
the turbulence term, which probably is valid only over short time intervals,
as phosphorus cycling is a much more rapid process than transport [see Jassby
(1973) and Williams (1973) for discussions of the effects of turbulent trans-
port on the biological community]. The remaining terms will be assessed be-
low are presented in Table 5.

The dependent variables in a lake include the rates of growth of the phy-
toplankton,. zooplankton, and bacteria and the flux of the different nutrients.
Independent driving variables (forcing functions) include mass transport mec-

hanisms, temperature, and solar radiation. As mentioned above transport pro-

cesses may be neglected over short time periods for nutrient considerations.
Lowering the temperature has no effect on the rate of absorption of light quanta
by chlorophyll, thus in the light-limited state the rate of photosynthesis does
not depend on temperature (Rabinwitch and Govindjee 1969). In lakes, then,

temperature would affect photosynthesis only when light was not limiting, but

in these zones light inhibition is a problem (see below). Bacteria and zo-

oplankton metabolism are, however, affected by temperature. Solar radiation

is, of course, the driving force of photosynthesis. In Castle Lake, phos-

phorus itself is not limiting to short-term photosynthesis even at its al-
most unmeasurably low concentrations. As the results of the tracer experiments

show, phosphorus flux increased with primary production. As phosphorus flux

appears to be dependent on photosynthesis and not vice versa, a model of pho-
tosynthesis is a necessary inclusion in a model of the phosphorus cycle.

There have been a variety of photosynthesis models reported in the literature
(as reviewed by Patten 1968, Kelly 1974). The model used here
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was developed to predict photosynthesis per unit volume as a function of
phytoplankton carbon and light.

The second peak in primary production at the vastly reduced light in-
tensity implies perhaps that the deep water population has adapted its
enzyme system to become much more efficient at utilizing quanta of light.
Indeed Goldman (1969) showed that during the summer of 1968 in Castle
Lake efficiency (defined as mgC fixed m_3 ly-1) increased greatly with
depth. This phenomona can be described by equation la. Goldman (1963,
1969) reviews some of the mechanisms and reported intensities of in-
hibition. One explanation is that if total sunlight is above 0.2 ly
min-1 depression occurs. Another possibility is that depression is
caused by the extreme wavebands of ultraviolet (UV) and infrared (IR)
radiation. Mechanisms might include inactivation of light and/or dark
reactions and photolytic destruction of pigments. In Castle Lake max-

imum photosynthesis occurs at about 0.2 ly min-1 between 3 and 5 m. The

light spectrum in Castle Lake was broken down into wavebands, with the
energy of each band and extinction coefficient calculated. The combined

extinction coefficient of UV plus IRvas 1.32, indicating that this portion
of the spectrum extincts by 5 m. Thus either explanation of photosynthetic
inhibition is possible for Castle Lake. The surface primary production
averaged 0.41 times the maximum. An inhibition term was then derived as a
function of UV + IR by normalizing maximum, uninhibited photosynthesis to
1 and taking inhibition as a function of available UV and IR (Equation IC).

Light saturation (Equation IC) was taken as developed elsewhere (Tailing
1957, Vollenweider 1965, Fee 1969). The effect of a single limiting nut-
rient [(Equation (ld)] is expressed through the familiar Michaelis-Menten
formulation, as this expression describes a curve similar to the pattern
of nutrient addition to a system previously limited by that nutrient.

Multiplication of Equation 1 by 0.01 yields the amount of phosphate re-

quired to support photosynthesis [Equation (2)], assuming that J23 is
negligible.

The phosphorus uptake required to support bacteria was calculated by
modifying the bacteria generation time equation of Jassby (1973) (again
assuming that J24 is negligible). The doublings per day would indicate a
certain phosphorus demand (Equation 3)

Williams (1973) derived feeding rate equations for the three dominant zo-
oplankters in Castle Lake. For Daphnia rosea and HoZo edium bberum the

filtering rate in ml individual Thr_1 is given by o.51 L' (0.44 + .05T)

and for Diapotmus novarnexicanus by 0.0034 L2T, where L = body length in
mm and T = temperature in C. The amount of phytoplankton and bacteria
phosphorus removed by the zooplankton will be the volume filtered times
the phosphorus concentration. This model will ignore size preference and
assume that all Q3 and Q4 is available for grazing. The total amount of
phytoplankton and bacteria phosphorus grazed is given by Equation 4, where
i. = 3 is phytoplankton and i = 4 is bacteria grazed, k = I is Daphnia k =
2 Is Holopedium, and k = 3 is Diatornus, and j = 1,5 are size classes.
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The model for zooplankton excretion reported by Peters and Rigler (1973) appears
to account for the ranges of excretion reported in the literature, so it was used
here. They describe the rate of phosphorus release (with this author's correc-
tion for the phosphorus content of the zooplankton population) as given in Equa-
tion 5 where T = temperature in °C, C = cell food concentration (cells ml- ), P =
food phosphorus concentration, W is dry weight (mg) of the individual zooplank-
ers, and Q5J is the sum by individual of the zooplankton phosphorus mass.

There are several approaches to determining the size of the det ital phosphorus
pool NO. The direct approach is to subtract, Q7 = Li=3Qi - (Z. 3Qi + Q8)

This would give only the residual phosphorus, mostly nucleic acids, left after
autolysis had liberated the more labile fractions from the cell shortly after

death. Therefore the rate of accumulation of this fraction would be J79, the

contribution of the detrital pool to the sediments. Error analysis showed that
this fraction was insignificant, thus will be ignored. The total detrital phos-
phorus is actually a function of the death rates of the phytoplankton, bacteria,
and zooplankton, as autolysis releases much of the cellular phosphorus very quick-
ly in an inorganic form available for assimilation. In fact Jassby (1973) dem-
onstrated that the death rate of bacteria was almost as great as the growth rate,
thus a large fraction of bacteria phosphorus might be made available through
death. The death rates were taken as 10% of the population day -1 for the plank-
ton and 70% of the. bacteria day 1. Regeneration from the detrital pool P7 was
taken as the autolysis of the inputs to that pool of 75% hr-1.

As discussed above, physical complexation and precipitation processes affect the
concentration and biological availability of the different phosphorus species.
It is assumed here that the protonation of the phosphate ions does not affect
their availibility. The equations of Table 6 calculate the distribution, com-
plexation, and precipitation of the different species as a function of iron and
pH (after Stumm and Morgan 1970).

DOP and its associated fluxes and enzymes were excluded from the model. The

compartmental analysis experiments performed in this study indicated that DOP
is probably not an important factor in Castle Lake (similarly Lean 1973a,b).
As there was no polyphosphate detected in Castle Lake it was excluded from the
model. Vertical processes such as sedimentation (J79) were not included be-
cause they did not immediately affect short-term cycling.

The model tests a set of postulated relationships concerning the functioning
of the phosphorus cycle in Castle Lake. Comparison of model to field results
checks the validity of the model assumptions. If the data match, the postulates
may be correct, whereas breakdown indicates a need for further understanding.
The outcome of the primary productivity model with no nutrient limitation is
shown with the field data (Figure 2). On 14 and 19 August and 19 September the
agreement throughout the water column is quite close, within the error of the
methods. On the remaining days the agreement is close in the upper 3-5 m, but
then the model failed by giving values far greater than the observed rates of
carbon fixation. The biomass estimates for those occasions appeared to be con-
siderably higher than surrounding values. Also the percentage of dead, or non-
photosynthetically active plankton that are counted increases with depth, giv-
ing an over-estimate of viable plankton. This model might then be a method of
checking the validity of. the count data, and it highlights the necessity for
obtaining accurate estimates of viable plankton biomass.

10



Figure 3 compares the observed rate of phosphate uptake with the model re-

sults (J13 + J14) and with the model calculations of phosphate regenera-
tion (J 51 + J51). Within the error boundaries the three catgories are com-

parable. Zooplankton excretion appears to be particularly important in the

epilimnion. It is implied that because uptake predicted by the model and
measured in the field should be close and should be balanced in turn by

regeneration, the general procedure outlined here may be a valid first

approximation to understanding some of the aspects of the phosphorus cy-

cle. It also implies that the system was in a steady-state at the time

of study. With this justification a steady-state solution to the system
of equations in Table 5 may provide insight into the behavior of some of

the other terms of the model.

Under steady-state conditions, the net flows into and out of each com-

partment must balance to give an equilibrium solution. This solution was

provided by taking representative values as discussed above and solving the

model equations for the different Qi(Table 7). Grazing of bacteria phos-

phorus by zooplankton results in a minor depletion of bacteria, but bac-

terial autolysis is considerable. If Jassby's (1973) hypothesis that bac-

teria death is almost equal to bacteria growth is correct, and if autolysis

is rapid, then the phosphorus released by bacteria through autolysis is

almost enough to sustain bacteria growth. The turnover of zooplankton phos-

phorus via excretion is significant enough to supply the demands of phy-

toplankton under steady-state conditions. Perhaps, then, the competition

of phytoplankton and bacteria for phosphorus is less than supposed, as each

can meet its needs via alternate sources. These calculations show that the

mechanisms for the regeneration of phosphorus are sufficient to supply the

community, without DOP. Thus the exclusion of DOP from this model does not

appear to have caused serious error. However the error inherent in the mo-

del does not permit precise enough calculations to say,that for sure.

It might be interesting to see what would happen to this steady-state
phosphorus cycling system if a sudden input of phosphorus were to be made.

For example, what would have been the result if a plane loaded with phos-
phate fertilizer were to have crashed at 3 m in the lake on 19 August 1972?

The phosphorus model equations were expressed in the explicit difference form

Qi,t+1 °Qi,t + (JJji J J j) tAt

and solved. It was assumed that the fertilizer was instantly diffused t
a concentration of 10 ug 0, as orthophosphate. At a pH of 7 and an Fe3

concentration of 10-6.7m, over 50% of the addition was precipitated out,
leaving only 4.14 ugX-1as phosphate (Q1). The results show that the add-

itional phosphorus remains in the Q1 pool. At first the author was sur-

prised that none showed up elsewhere. But none of the other compartments
are limited by Q1, thus there should be no change in the flows into and out

of these compartments. Where the addition does show up is the difference

in turnover rates. The turnover r13 went from 0.314 hr-1to 0.008 hr-land
r14 went from 0.015 hr-1 to 0.001 hr 1. Thus there is no direct relation

between the amount of a solute present and its rate of utilization. This

further supports the concept that knowing the mere ambient concentration

11



of a nutrient tells one little about the importance of that nutrient in the

system.

To test what might happen to the phosphorus cycle in Castle Lake if phosphate

were added and phosphorus was limiting the following scenario was constructed.

Assume in equation (1) that v = 2 and Km = 0.1. Then the addition of phosphate

should result in an increased demand for phosphorus.

Figure 4 shows the results of the addition of 10 pg C1 phosphate to the phos-

phorus limited system. Again only 4 pg 271 of Q1 is left after precipitation
with iron. After 48 hr the Q1 pool is reduced to 2.67pg k7l, while the phy-

toplankton phosphorus Q3 increases from 1.65 to 2.96 pg 271. Zooplankton (Q)

increases from 0.23 to 0.39 pg 271, presumably due the increased availability

of phosphorus in algae. Detrital phosphorus Q7 also increases. Bacteria

phosphorus Qa, however did not change. Zooplankton did not increase enough

to exert a significantly-increased grazing pressure on the bacteria. The

formulation for bacteria uptake depends only on the concentration of dis-

solved organic carbon and temperature, thus increased phosphorus would not

directly affect the bacteria. In real life the increased phytoplankton popu-

lation would probably excrete more carbon as extracellular products of photo-

synthesis or as dissolved organic phosphorus, which would increase the bac-

teria] activity. This is another argument for further research into the role

of excreted organic products by phytoplankton. This model predicts only those

changes that might occur shortly after the nutrient addition. In nature the

populations would change and a complete new system would evolve (c.f. Schindler

et al. 1973).

SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

To predict the response of a lake to an altered nutrient regime involves the

understanding of the dynamics of the limiting nutrient(s). As phosphorus is

often such a limiting nutrient, this author chose to study phosphorus dynamics

in Castle Lake, California, with an eye toward future studies of modeling whole

lake processes. The following points were made:

(1) The cellular metabolism of phosphorus and its different forms and flow

in lakes are discussed to identify the important components of the phosphorus

cycle.

(2) Methods were developed for the simultaneous field measurement of several

of these parameters, including chemical and 32P isotope techniques.

(3) The concentrations of phosphate were extremely low. Dissolved inorganic

phosphorus averaged about 0.1 pg 9,-1, total dissolved phosphorus 1-3 pg Q-1

and total phosphorus about 1-4 Vg Q.-1 in the water column and 10 Vg k-1 off

the sediments. There was no detectable polyphosphate, but there was alkaline
phosphatase activity. The rate of phosphate uptake was constant over depth

and time, with an increase under conditions of increased photosynthesis, aver-

aging about 0.04-0.12 pg Z-1. The rate of evolution of D032P was quite vari-
able, being the greatest under high photosynthesis and decreasing with depth.

iddi onstPhosphorus was not limiting and was even inhibitory on occasion at a

as 1 pg k-1.

12



(4) A model of the phosphorus cycle was constructed based on derived equa-
tions of processes and stoichiometric approximations of phytoplankton, zo-
oplankton, and bacteria data. The agreement between model calculations of
fluxes and pools agreed with field measurements.

Approaching the study of phosphorus dynamics in Castle Lake with a modeling
perspective served several purposes:

(1) Formulating an understanding of the phosphorus cycle as a whole was
aided by a conceptual model, which indicated what parameters ought to be
measured in the field.

(2) Comparison of the field data to model output is a check on the vali-
dity of the model assumptions and thus on the author's understanding of the
system, as expressed through the equations.

(3) Steady-state solutions to the equations allowed estimates of para-
meters difficult to measure experimentally. The field data and the model
suggest that the regeneration of phosphate is adequately accounted for by
zooplankton excretion. Autolysis from bacteria may also be a significant
source of phosphate. Physical complexation and precipitation processes
may remove considerable amounts of phosphate from solution. Dissolved
organic phosphorus may be an important source of phosphate in some systems,
but in Castle Lake there appear to be enough alternate sources of phos-
phorus to maintain the population in a nonphosphorus limited state, even
at extremely low ambient nutrient levels. This highlights the importance
of obtaining nutrient flux rates as well as quantity to assess the importance
of a nutrient to the system.

(4) The model provided insight into what might happen to Castle Lake if a
pollution stress occurred, under both phosphorus-limiting and not-limiting
conditions.

Further model manipulation would serve little purpose, as the data is not
available to verify the results. Rather the model highlights a number of
problems that need further investigation, before an adequate dynamic model
of.the phosphorus cycle is completed. The accurate and sensitive chemical
analysis of the different phosphorus pools is needed. The partitioning of
phosphorus uptake between phytoplankton and bacteria must be resolved. The
role of dissolved organic phosphorus, in particular, needs careful study.
Accurate determination of death rates and the subsequent nutrient release
is important. Zooplankton excretion needs further work if the hypothesis
that it is the main source of phosphate renewal is to be accepted. Also
of great importance is the necessity to properly determine through a variety
of bioassay techniques the degree of phosphate and phosphate plus other nut-
rients limitation in a lake.

The agreement between the model and field measurements suggest that the
interaction between models and field experimentation may provide a powerful
tool for the study of aquatic nutrients. These methods are applicable to
to the study of whole lake ecosystems and could lead to models of the eu-
trophicaton processes. Such models would be invaluable tools in water
qua 1 i ty management.
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Table 1. Chemical and stoichiometric measurements for 19 August 1972,

SRP ± 0.1, TOTP and TUP * 1.1 ug R+1; Q3, Q4, Q5 ± 40So (p<0.05)

PHOSPHORUS FRACTION

Depth
SRP TOTP TUP Q PP

(m)
3

3. 0. 1 3.0 2.2 1.8 0.9 2.7

7. 0.1 1.6 3.6 1.6 0.7 2.3
12.5 0. 1 o. 0.9 1.1 0.1 0.5 1.7

17.5 0.1 2.0 1.5 0.5 0.0 0.4 0.9
22.5 0. 1 1.5 1.1 0.5 0.2 0.3 1.0
30.0 0.1 5.5 1.9
32.5 0.1 8.4 3.8

Q4



---Table 2. 1X10 2.1 hrPhosphate uptake (J13 + J14), in Vg X Average

error : 102%, 19 August to 18 September 1972.

Depth
(m) 19 Aug 24 Aug 3 Sept 8 Sept 13 Sept 1$ Sept

3. .124 .048 .034 .045 .031 .054

7.5 .101 .048 053 .039 .053 .043

12.5 .103 .033 .035 .046 .036 .035

17.5 .109 .041 .036 .051 .035 .030

22.5 .106 .050 .043 .056 .038 .043

30.0 .110 .097 .107 .039 .051 .063



Table 3. D031P evolution, in distintegrations per minute (DPM). Average

error = 21%. 19 August to 18 September 1972.

Depth
(m) 19 Aug Aug 3 Sept 8 Sept 13 Sept 18 Sept

3.0 434,669 164,706 30,151 5,366 229,634 204,623

7.5 160,759 55,615 55,440 0 91,584
74,612

12.5 111,929 36,124 44,954 3,701 102,492 46,723

17.5 93,969 34,592 80,266 6,004 50,701 23,130

22.5 79,342 21,691 139, 148 18,125 22,904 12,788

30.0 65,340 19,882 29,904' 10,948



Table 4. Primary productivity, mgC m-3 hr-1, 19 August - 18 September
1972. Average error of 10% with integrated daily production and in-
solation.

Depth
(m)

0.0

1.0

2.0

3.0

5.0

7.5

10.0

12.5

15.0

17.5

20.0

25.0
30.0

i9 Aug

1.65

2.14

3.66

4.64

5.40

4.69

2.98

2.79

2.44

3.24

2.65

1.49

0.49

24 Aug 3 Sept 8 Sept 13 Sept 18 Sept

1.57 0.87 1.36 1.34 1.38

2.82 1.66 2.97 2.58 2.04

3.30 2.99 4.30 3.42 2.50

3.19 4.30 4.70 3.90 3.17

4.15 4.39 4.92 4.35 3.30

4.87 2.45 4.60 4.16 3.21

2.27 1.57 3.00 2.91 2.11

1.48 1.17 1.93 2.18 1.85

1.34 0.34 1.71 1.60 1.30

1.12 0.59 1.92 1.01

1.87 1.85 2.68 1.96 2.06

1.15 1.00 1.13 0.99 0.76

0.17 0.17 0.22 0.10 0.10

448 393 522 427 362

610 465 475 485 445tang day-1 510

662



Table 5. Phospborus model equations, J1j expressed in ug liter-lhr-1.

Equation

la

dC/dt = (FY)1/2p4Pmod

Y = exp(0.685Iz + 0.4)

Ib

lc of 0

in[(UV + IR) + 51
In UV+ IR0 +5 l.5+

(Iz/I0/11 + (Iz/ik)2]1/2

id P
mod = vQ1/(km + Q1)

2 J13 = 0.01 dC/dt

3 J14 = Q4(2.46S exp(-0.76/T)]/[24(1.17 + S)]

2 5

Ji5 = QiQ I 0.51L 1(0.44 + 0.05?) +
k=1 j=1

5 J51

J37

7 J47

5

0.0034LJ3 j T]
J=1

= 0.0286Q5jW-0.383

exp(0.0387T + 10-5C - 3.34P)

- 0.005Q3/t

= 0.7J14

8 J57 = 0.005Q5/t

9 JI - 0.75Q7/t

carbon flux (mgC m"3 hr-1), F = phytoplankton
biomass

Increase of photosynthetic efficiency with
decreased light (i.e., with depth)

Light inhibition as a function of UV and IR at
surface (o) and depth (z)

Light saturation, Iz = light at depth z,
light at onset of saturation

Ik

Michaelis-Menten expression for phosphate
limitation (Q1); km = half-saturation, v =
maximum flux

Phosphate required to support photosynthesis

Phosphate required to support bacteria
S - concentration of dissolved organic carbon,
T = temperature

Zooplankton grazing. See text for description

Zooplankton excretion of phosphate. See text
for description

Phytoplankton death per time t

Bacteria death

Zooplankton death

Phosphate regeneration through autolysis

Curve

Exponential

Exponential

Hyperbola

Hyperbola



Table 6. Model equations of distribution, complexation, and precipi-
tation of phosphate species as a function of pH and iron. PT total
species, DIP = phosphate left in solution, HPO4S = HPO removed, HPO4P
percentage removed, and [ ] = concentration of ion.

[P04 = PT/(l + iH+1/10-12.3 + (H+] /10-19.5 + [H+]310-21.7)

[HP
02-)

] = PT/() + {10-32.3/[H+] + [H+]/10-7.2 + [H+]2/10-9.4)
[H2P04] PT/(1 + [H+]/10-2.2 + 10-7.2/[H+] + 10-19.5/[H+]2)
[H3PO4] _ PT/(1 + [H+]/10-2.2 + [H+]2/10-9.4 + [H+13/10-21.7)
HPO4S = 1Q'Ii[H+]/[Fe3+R]

HPO4P = HPO4S/HPO 4

[DIP] 3.1 x lO7(PT-[HP04](1-HP04S[HP04-j

=



Table 7. Steady-state solution to equations (1)-(9)

Pool (ug liter-1) Flux (ug liter-1 hr-1) Turnover (hr-1)

Q1 0.10 J13 0.032 r13 0.319

Q3 1.65 J14 0.005 ri4 0.050

Q4 0.11 J35 0.025 r35 0.015

Q5 0.24 J45 0.002 r45 0.015

Q7 0.01 J51 0.025 r51 0.104

J37 0.007 r37 0.004

J47 0.004 r47 0.038

J57 0.001 r57 0.004

J71 0.012 r71 0.840



I

DIP (Q1) - dissolved inorganic phosphorus

DOP NO dissolved organic phosphorus
PPP NO - phytoplankton particulate phosphorus
BPP (QO - bacteria particulate phosphorus

ZPP NO - zooplankton particulate phosphorus'

POP (Qb) - polyphosphate

DET NO = detrital phosphorus
PHY (Q8) - ferric phosphate

SED (Qg) = sediment phosphorus

AP = alkaline phosphatase.
T = temperature

LT = light

Jij = flow from pool Q1 to pool

figure 1. Conceptual model of the phosphorus cycle of Castle Lake

during summer stratification (see text for discussion).
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Figure 2. Observed (.--.) versus predicted (Equation i,o---o) primary

production. Absence of (o----0) indicates model failure.
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Figure 3. Observed phosphate uptake (.-.), predicted phosphate uptake

(J13 + J14i o-----a) and model phosphate regeneration (J51 + J71 Ar-A)
Absence of (o__.©) indicates model failure.
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Figure 4. Response of phosphorus model under phosphate-limiting conditions

to plane crash of fertilizer; phosphate NIL phytoplankton NO, bacteria
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